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Faculty Minutes
1966-1967

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
December 13, 1966
To:

81

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Meeting of University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Faculty will be held on Tuesday,
December 20, in Mitchell Hall 101 at 4:00 .E.!.!!l·
The agenda will include the following items:
1.

Annual Report of Scholarships, Prizes, and Loans Committee, as
required by Faculty By-Laws -- Professor Buchanan. (Statement
attached.)

2.

Revised statement of functions and duties of Scholarships, Prizes,
and Loans Cornrnitee -- Professor Weihofen.
(Statement attached.)

3.

Annual Report of Athletic Council, as required by Faculty By-Laws
-- Professor Daub.
(Statement attached.)

4.

5.

Proposal for Ph.D. program in Philosophy -- Dean Springer.
(Statement attached.)
Proposed curricular changes in the College of Arts and Sciences-Assistant Dean Beer.
(Statements attached.)
(a)

Revised requirements for B.A. and B.S. in Biology

(b)

Revised requirements for major and minor in Geography

(c}

New option for major in Journalism with television-radio
emphasis

(d)

New honors program in Mathematics and Statistics

(e)

Revised requirements for major and minor in Philosophy

(f)

Revised requirements for major and minor in Astronomy and
Physics, with change of name to major and minor in
Astrophysics

(g)

New option for major in Speech with emphasis in televisionradio journalism

..··..

6.

7.

8.

Announcement regarding change in name from Department of Governmen~ and Citizenship to Department of Political Science -Assistant Dean Beer.
P:o~osed amendment of the Faculty constitution relative to eligibility for the voting Faculty.
(A description of the proposed
change will be distributed at the meeting, and the matter will
then lie on the table for thirty days before final action.)
Report of the student Affairs committee -- Dean Lavender.

Additional enclosure:

summarized Minutes, November 15, 1966
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FACULTY MEETING
December 20,1966
(Summarized Minutes)
The December 20, 1966, meeting of the University Faculty was
called to order by President Popejoy at 4:05 p.m., with a quorum
present.
A report of the Scholarships, Prizes, and Loans Committee for the
1965-66 academic year was presented by the chairman, Professor
Buchanan, as required by Faculty by-laws. In addition to her
report, Miss Buchanan noted, on behalf of the Committee's executive
secretary, Mr. Sheehan, that the high school visitation team would
appreciate having descriptive material concerning the various
academic departments for distribution to interested students. The
Committee's report was approved by the Faculty.
Professor Weihofen, for the Policy Committee, presented for
approval a revised statement of functions for the Scholarships,
~rizes, and Loans Committee. The statement recognized a change
in name -- formerly the Scholarships and Prizes Committee -- and
took into account the Committee's advisory responsibilities to
the Director of Student Aids. The revised statement was approved
by the Faculty.
\ ···.·"

Professor Daub, chairman of the Athletic Council, presented the
Council's annual report for the 1965-66 academic year, as required
by Faculty by-laws. After a discussion of grade eligibility under
Conference and University regulations, make-up examinations for
athletes, and budgetary support of the athletic program, the
report was approved by the Faculty.
Upon.the recommendation of Dean Springer, for the Graduate
Committee, the Faculty approved the establishment of a Ph.D.
program in Philosophy.
A

...

.. ! .
~

.
ssistant
Dean Beer, for the College of Arts and Sciences, recommended the following curricular changes:

1.

Revised requirements

for B.A. and B.S. in Biology.

2.

Revised requirements for major and minor in Geography.

3.

New option for major in Journalism, with televisionradio emphasis.

4.

New honors program in Mathematics and Statistics.

S.

Revised requirements for major and minor in Philosophy.

6.

Revised requirements for major and minor in Astronomy
and Physics, with change of name to major and minor
in Astrophysics.
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7.

New option for major in Speech, with emphasis in
television-radio journalism.

These curricular changes were approved.
It was also announced by Assistant Dean Beer that by approval of
the department, Dean Trowbridge, and President Popejoy, the
Department of Government and Citizenship will be renamed the
Department of Political Science, effective July 1, 1967.
A proposed amendment to the Faculty Constitution, relative to
eligibility for voting status, was introduced by Professor
Weihofen for the Policy Committee. He noted that proposed amendments must lie on the table for thirty days prior to final action
by the Faculty and said that the item would be on the next meeting's agenda.
(A complete description of the proposed change
was mailed to all faculty members by the Secretary on December 21.)
In the absence of Dean Lavender, Professor Meier reported to the
Faculty, as requested at the November 15 meeting,for the Student
Affairs Committee relative to the deferment of students. Professor
Meier noted that an open forum had been held, attended by approximately 150 persons, mostly students, the forum being designed to
permit discussion by students and faculty of the resolutions of
several faculty members. He noted the opinion of the Conunittee
that the forum provided a significant communication link for
members of the University community" and commented that perhaps
the outstanding development was the realization that students did
not understand the Selective Service procedures either in relation
to the University or cS·,-,they. .~af.:f.e.ct-ec1'~.t heJ¥.pl:?'lSOnal.ly. He noted
~urther that one concrete outcome of the forum was the decision to
inform the student fully concerning his rights and responsibilities
under the Selective Service laws and regulations.
11

, I ••

Professor Meier also distributed a sununary of the results of a
student referendum on selective Service which contained fifteen
P~o~ositions bearing on three principal issues: (1) compulsory
m~litary service, {2) student deferment policy, and {3) Universi~y participation in the Selective service process as it pertains to student classification.
Prof7ssor Selinger offered serious objections to th7 Stude~t
Affairs Committee report on the basis that the Committee did not
accomplish what it had been asked to do. Urging that the report
be rejected, he moved that the committee be asked to report back
at the next meeting of the Faculty with specific recommendations
concerning the adoption by the Faculty of one or more of the
resolutions introduced at the last meeting. The motion was
:e7onded, but after suggestions by Dean Travelstead, two sub~itute motions were made. one of these was to accept the Committee's report. This motion was seconded and carried. The
second motion was to request the Student Affairs Committee to
~ontinue its exploration and, if ~t so chooses, :eport back !o
he Faculty at the next meeting with reconunendations concerning

the advisability of the Faculty adopting one or more of the
resolutions previously presented to it, within the limits of
eligibility earlier outlined by the Policy Committee; that if
the Student Affairs Committee does not elect to report back with
recommendations, the Policy Committee shall appoint an ad hoc
committee to do this, such a committee to include students in its
membership . The motion was seconded.
i '
~

.,

.

During discussion of the motion, President Popejoy noted that the
Congress would be compelled under law to take action before July 1,
1967, regarding the draft law. He expressed his thought that the
Faculty, through designated committees or others, might wish to
send a recommendation of some sort to Washington •

! .

Before the above motion could be put to a vote, a motion to table
indefinitely was introduced by Professor Koschmann. The motion to
table taking precedence, it was put to vote and carried.
The meeting adjourned at 5:35 p.m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary

•
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The December 20, 1966 meeting of the University
Faculty was called to order b y President Popejoy at
4:05 p.m., with a quorum present.

-.

·.\

PRESIDENT POPEJOY We have a numb er of reports
on the agenda.
The first is the annual report of the
Scholarships, Prizes, and Loans Committee, which will
be presented 1 y Professor Buchanan.
PROFESSOR BUCHANAN You have the report in the
agenda of the meeting. A series of questions f rom Dean
Springer prompts me to ask that you allow me to ampli fy
the written report b y saying that of the loans reported
f or 1965 - 66 , tabu lated at the top of the second pa ae ,
5 National Defense Loans were granted to Graduate and
Law students in the amount of $39,500, an average of
a out $6 0 8 .
65 students represents a little b etter
than 10-1/2% of the total numbe r of full-time graduate
and professional students enrolled in the fall semester
of 1965-66. That total was 617. One graduate student
also received $500 from the Cuban Student Loan fund.
The average undergraduate National Defense Loan was
slightly over $430. The 767 undergraduate students
receiving such loans represent 9.9% of an enrollment of
7,691 full-time students.
Mr. Sheehan's office has agreed to tabulate
separately for the next report undergraduate, graduate,
and law students. The School of Medicine handles its own
loan program.
I should like to call your attention to Mr.
Sheehan's request that all departments prepare descriptive
brochures on departmental offerings, opportunities offered
majors after graduation, et cetera, to Qe given interested
~~udents at the time people go out on visitation. They
id a good deal of this last spring, and such brochures as
fuey had at hand were invaluable to them.
On the second
P~ge you have the financial statement. With that amplification, Mr. President, I move that the Faculty accept
this report.
POPEJOY
MEMBER

Is there a second?
Second.

DEAN TRAVELSTEAD This may be a question, or an observation, ~' ~ Buchanan.

Annual Report
of Committee
on Scholarships,I?rizes ,
and Loans
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BUCHANAN

Yes?

TRAVELSTEAD The first statement you made about the
request of Mr. Sheehan for brochures may sound like a
rather simple request, but actually if it is done throughout the University, it is very complicated and very expensive.
BUCHANAN

I am sure it is.

TRAVELSTEAD That doesn't mean we don't want to
cooperate, but if every department did prepare a brochure
there would be a doubling of different parts of the catalog, or overlapping parts.
I don't know quite what Mr.
Sheehan wants or what he actually had in mind.
BUCHANAN
I can't help much, Dean Travelstead, but
if you will call Mr. Sheehan he will be glad to tell you
what things he found most helpful or, if you would like,
I will call and .•• ·
TRAVELSTEAD I will call .
I merely meant that a vote
of acceptance does not mean that we will follow through
on the preparation of brochures.
BUCHANAN
•

•

It was presented as a suggestion •

PROFESSOR HILLERMAN I might say that our office is
equipped to design, write and help in this work. We don't
have the budget for it.
POPEJOY Are you ready to vote on the motion?
All those in favor, indicate by saying "aye."
FACULTY

••

Aye.

POPEJOY Opposed? •• Carried. The next item is the
rev·ise a statement of functions and duties of the Scholarsh·
,
ips, Prizes and Loans Committee. Professor Weihofen,
for the Policy Committee.
PROFESSOR WEIHOFEN The Policy Committee is recommending to the faculty a revision in the statement of the
-- both name and statement of functions of this
· comrni·t tee,
1
argely to take cognizance of the change in actual

Revised
Statement of
Fu nctions,
Duties, and
Composition of
Scholarships,
Prizes, and
Loans Committee; Also
change of Name
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operation now that we have a Director of Student Aiqs:.
The former statement charged the committee with establishing university policies. That is still kept,
you notice, except that it is now worded that it
"advises the Director of Student Aids on all policies . • •
et cetera. The old statement also said
that the committee makes recommendations to the Student
Affairs Division for the awarding of scholarships and
prizes. With the Director now doing the carrying out
of the policies, we felt it should be in the hands of
the Director, and the advising and formulating of
policy should be the function of the committee.
11 ,

Also the change of name reflects the fact
that the loan program is now of such size that it was
felt that committee direction and establishment of
policy in the granting of loans should also be within
the function of the committee, and the statement so
says and the change of name is intended to reflect
that.
We recommend the adoption of the new staternent .
POPEJOY
WEIHOFEN
POPEJOY

Do you make that as a motion?
Yes.

Is there a second?

PROFESSOR COTTRELL

Second.

POPEJOY Any questions? •• All those in favor of
the motion, indicate by saying II aye. 11
FACULTY

Ay e.

a

POPEJOY Opposed? •• carried. The third item is
B report of the Athletic council, as required by Faculty
Y-Laws. Professor Daub.
PROFESSOR DAUB This report has been in your hands
or about a month now, for those of you who were at the
meeting
.
a month ago. It was also circulated with the
f

Annua l
Report of
Athletic
Council
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announcement of this meeting.
It was pointed out to
you that, in addition to the grants-in-aid, there were
training table charges of $17,530.32 and cost of books
for loan to student athletes amounting to $13,016.48.
And it was pointed out that there was an increase this past
year of 27% over the previous year in such expenses. And
it was also pointed out that part of this increase comes
from an increase in University tuition fees, as well as
an increase in room and board charges at the dormitories.
This accounts for some of the 27%.
I never did figure
out how much of i t it does account for, but I am sure
it accounts for a great deal of it.
On the second page of the report you will see
a list of athletes that have GPA'a below a 2.0 average
and who competed on varsity teams during the school year.
In addition, in the last column their present UNM GPA
as of the beginning of the fall semester this year is
listed. Those students in that column who have a double
plus after their GPA are students who did return and
entered school this fall. Those that do not have the
double plus did not register at the University this fall.
As a summary of this table, I can say that the
25 athletes listed represent 13.2% of the athlete& that
competed for the university last year, and this is compared with 40 athletes the previous year, which amounted
to 21.4% of the athletes that competed that year.
On the last page is indicated
such athletes below a c average and what
the varsity squad they represent in each
of athletics in which the university has
athletic program.
I will be glad to try
questions.
I would also say that I move
of this report.

MEMBER

the number of
percentage of
of the fields
an intercollegiate
to answer any
the adoption

Second.

POPEJOY There is a motion for approval, and a
second. Any questions?
••
It might be well to point
out to the Faculty tha~ the faculty group here a number
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of years ago -- not too many years ago -- approved of
the Western Athletic Conference rules in the light of
-- in the sense that they would be the rules that the
Faculty recommended we follow. There was some slight
conflict between our own rules and the Western Athletic Conference rules at that tiwe.
COTTRELL May I ask, is that a typographical
error in the summary on the last page -- the percentage
on the tennis squad?
DAUB That should be 11%. The last figure should
be 11%. And 'varsity' is spelled wrong on the second
page .
POPEJOY I might make this observation, that the
Board of Educational Finance finds many opportunities
to make recommendations . For instance, they decided
one year to cut our appropriation for athletics from ,
I believe , one hundred thousand down to ten, and some
people may remember we asked them to take it all if
they were going to cut it that much. Our people made
a motion to delete fifteen thousand out of the hundred
they had given us before and the committee refused to
do that -- refused to take the fifteen thousand away
from us, which I asked them to do , feeling I would
rathe r be without the fifteen than have them get into
t~e whole matter of what they thought valuable . Anyway,
since they didn't take the fifteen away, they decided
tog~ back to the hundred , and we did get it last year .
I think I noticed this year they have cut it some, for
some r eason . I am curious t o know for what reason , but
I have a feeling it has something to do -- may have to
do with the basketball pr oducing more income, and they
are taking credit for it .
PROFESSOR WOODHOUSE May I ask Professor Daub ,
What GPA has to be maintained by a member of an athletic
team in order to be eligible to compete in the conference?
DAUB It is a sliding scale , sliding upwards after
the f'irst year. The first year a student must have a

Grade
Eligibility
for Athletes
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1.6 average. At the end of the second it has to be 1.7
and then it goes to 1.85 and, finally, at the end of
four years it has to be a minimum of 1.92.
WOODHOUSE Are we to assume that all of these people
listed here were eligible to participate?
DAUB

Yes, sir.

WOODHOUSE
that basis?

They would not have been allowed to, on

DAUB That's right. They would not be allowed to
participate if they didn't have these minimum values
and the students whose GPA's are listed here were eligible by the conference rules and their semester in school.
They were either at or above the minimum grade point
requirements and if they had been below that they would
not have been eligible to compete.
might point out, as I do every year, that
the GPA given here is the Western Athletic Conference
calculated GPA. We have to keep two records on athletes
in the office. one is the GPA, WAC calculated, and the
other is the UNM calculated GPA. All of the difference
between these two GPA's is the following:
The WAC does
allow credit for PE courses, and that is the activity
courses which our Records Office does not allow as an
academic subject, and so there will be a little difference there.
I

Also, the WAC will include grades a student
rnaae at other institutions if he is a transfer, or if
he went to another institu~ion for summer school this
Will be included in the average as calculated by the
WAC rules, whereas the UNM GPA is only based on his
record at UNM, so you will see a student -- take the
hth'lrd student in this list. He had 1.90 last year and
ad 1.98 this fall entering school.
I don't know -- I
can't
h'
say whether the WAC GPA this fall was 1.98 or
blgher. I think probably 2.0 or better as calculated
Y their formula. But all of the other schools in the
Conference do use PE activity courses for academic GPA's
so we are doing that, but only for that purpose. A

12/20/66, p.
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student's academic average in the Records Office
regarding his standing in school and eligib ility,
and whether to be on probation or suspended from
school is based wholly on the UNM average as calculated by our Records Office on the procedure used for
all students.
I have one other thing I would
like to add.
,/,e_
We had 25 students below 2. and 15 ab
a 3. I would
like to see it a little higher but that is, unfortunately, the way it comes out and I think -- I am not sure,
but I think probably if we made a survey of all students
in the University, certainly we have more students in
the University below a 2. than above a 3. I may be
incorrect, but maybe somebody else can back me up on
that.
POPEJOY

Do you have any other questions?

WOODHOUSE Another comment. I am running into a
problem here in connection with some students in the
athletic program when I give examinations. I don't
give make-ups if it is missed. I do encourage the
students to supply me with medical statements of
inability to perform physically on that day. Now
I have a student who could not attend my examira tion
be~ause he had to go away with the basketball team.
This was one of three examinations during the course
before the final. This will probably cost him some
progress in the course, and so I don't know how this
problem affects anyone else on the Faculty, but I am
not staffed to handle this type of problem.
h

DAU~ I might tell you how other people have. .
andled it. I have handled this in the past by giving
a make-up examination in general to people in class
that missed an exam -- by giving one make-up exam
at the end of the semester that all must take. Another
w~y of handling it is to send the examination along
W:th the coach and the student is given one hour, or
hfty minutes
.
-- whatever you allow -- for the exam
:~~ the exam will be mailed back to you. I have done
is, as Well as other staff members. It depends what

Make-up
Examinations
for Athletes
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your feeling is about doing this sort of thing, in
giving an examination to a coach to proctor and allow
a student to take it. Do you have enough faith in
our coaching staff that the exam will be properly
proctored, or do you not? This is something you
would have to decide for yourself. This has been
done on quite a few occasions.
womHOUSE Other questions: What obligation do
you have to the student and what obligation do you have
to the Athletic Department, and how important to the
University is the function which the Athletic Department is performing, and is it something which -informally, is this a kind of squeeze that has normally
been accepted b y the Faculty in the past so that we
are the ones whose hide it is taken out on. In the
Athletic Department our teams do not admit of this
kind of defalcation when it comes to games and practice s. In other words, how do we cope with a team
member who doesn't show up when he is supposed to be
on hand for the critical activity.
Here I see a real problem, which is actually
an organizational problem for the University, which has
been absorbed perhaps for a long time by faculty members who are expected to behave like human beings but
who now find themselves in the position where they
annot muster the facility or resources to handle all
~f these logistical problems which come from students
involved in other activities , and it may affect me
a.
ifferently from the way it affects any other faculty
person . So I just raise it, as to whether it is a
~roblem that affects anybody else or whether this is
Just a personal problem for me.
.
DAUB It is not a personal problem for you.
It
is a problem for everybody. Anybody who has these
st~dents in class will find they will be up against
this problem occasionally where the team will be
~way from the campus duri~g classroom activities and,
if you schedule an exam on that particular day, that
student is <ping to miss that examination, and this is
a Problem for you to work out in your own way with the
student
.
.
as you wish.
If you choose this way and say
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the student should get the examination on the trip, this
is up to you. I have done this and the examinations
haven't come b ack with the student earning a grade of
100, I assure you.
I don't think a student has a coach
that can do that for him.
MEMBER

Mr. President, I have a question to ask that
You mentioned the
added income that may be accruing to the University due
to the added income from the new basketball arena. While
I don't suppose you carry these figures around in your
head, I constantly get arguments as to whether or not
the athletic programs at the University are paying for
themselves. How should I put it? What is the income?
What is the outgo? What kind of statement or conclusion
can we make?

is not related to t h is discussion.

POPEJOY I will try to answer that question. The
athletic budget is not a part of what we call our education and general budget, which is the budget for
teaching, administrative offices and t h e like. It has
four parts, teaching, library, administrative, and the
other is buildings and grounds. These four expense
accounts make up the total education and general budget
and it is the one that the Legislature and the Board of
Educational Finance works on in determining recommendations to the Legislature. There are several other
budgets treated separately. One of them is called
Organ~tivities Related to Instruction, and the
athleti~A falls into that category. We have a publications program, for example, for books and that kind
of business, which is separate.
The athletic budget is self-supporting in the
sense that its income is derived from gate receipts,
appropriations from the State Legislature and student
fees allocated to that account, and guarantees which
We
·
from teams when we go away. And the expend . re ceive
ltures include guarantees which we make to teams when
~hey come here
Now the athletic account is included
in ou
•
r annual published financial report •••
MEMBER

Yes, I know.

12/20/66, p. JO

POPEJOY And I hope you will -- you and others
would feel free to examine these reports if you care to
and, if you have any specific questions, I hope you will
feel free to address them to me or someone knowledgeable about the matter.
DAUB
you wish.

I can supply some of the figures on it, if

MEMBER Well, I didn't want to get into this
detail -- just an idea.
DAUB The income during the fiscal year 1965-66
from football ticket sales, football guarantees, basket~all ticket sales, basketball guarantees, minor sports
in~ome, gifts, grants, parking and concessions totaled
$401,804.01, and the expenditures for that year, including salaries to our staff and maintaining the facilities -- which is quite a bit more than the grants-inaid we were talking about in the aid to athletes -- came
to a total operating expense of $793,838.34. The difference between that income figure on ticket sales and
other income and the $793,838.34 operating expense was
$392,034.33, which was made up from student fees.
ME~BER And that outgo does not include the figures
you just gave on athletic scholarships?
D~UB
MEMBER

Oh , yes .

That's • • •

Oh , it ' s all included in the seven •• •

DAUB Yes. The expense of running an athletic
program at a university today, unless you are an Ohio
State
or a Wisconsin , perhaps , or Michigan -- I don't
th.
l~k the income from gate receipts does take care of
paying everything including coa ches' salaries, travel,
e •
I
quipment, supplies , et cetera. Certainly the amount
0
f money that is used in financing the athletes with
~h:pect to room, board and tuition, et cetera, is more
n covered by gate receipts , but there are other
expenses
·
$l
, such as in this particular accounting,
9
for salaries
And that is not the athletes,
th ato,ooo
· the salaries of
• all of the staff involved.
.
15

to

POPEJOY There is one other point I would like
enunciate in that .
Some other universities charge

12/20/66, p. / i

their coaches' salaries off to the Physical Education
budget, which is •••
MEMBER

If we did that we wou ld be ••.

POPEJOY
MEMBER
DAUB

In a sense W€ would be subsidizing it.
We would roughly break even if we did that.

Very roughly -- another hundred thousand.

PROFESSOR MacCURDY Another comment.
I think the
Athletic Council and the Athletic Department and the
University should be congratulated. If I read Table
I correctly, tennis players make more than football
players.
POPEJOY
is that?
MEMBER

Dr. Maccurdy is a tennis player.

Where

You don't believe it?

MacCURDY It is a very suspicious figure . Tennis
players, according to this, received an average of
$l,280 per individual and football players only $1,208.
Is that correct?

•

.
POPEJOY There is a reason for that . The reason
is that we may have more out-of-state students particiP~ting in tennis than in another sport and the tuition
!7fferential could account for the increase . Is that
ight, Professor Daub?
DAUB

That is true

but it goes back several years.

You see t
.
,
come up in the world with
reg d , O ennis players have
·

ar

t1 grants-in-aid.

in a POPEJOY

Does anyone else have any special interest
particular sport?

a·1Scuss·
PROFESSOR

rnemb

POTTER In relation to the previous
·
h
ion, I think t h at a serious problem exists w ere
ers of teams have been gone so much, particularly
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the basketball team, and particularly in science courses
where you have laboratory as well as lectures, and where
make-ups are not as easy. You can copy notes fran a
lecture . And where you schedule the make-up at a great
effort of the staff in time and in a bnsy building -schedule a lab session for make-up, and then find the
make-up is not possible because the students are off
on another trip to another game. I would suggest consideration be given to notifying departments of the
schedule for the corning semester, as to when the team
will be gone. This will make it possible for instructors
to schedule make-ups not in conflict with the next trip.
Or present the student with the possibility that the
ronflict is too great and he better not enroll in the
course and have the decision made at the beginning of
the semester rather than after the middle when it is
too late . That would help solve some problems .
POPEJOY
undertake • ••

Professor Daub, would you be willing to

DAUB Well , I think this is a question that the
student himself should accept as his responsibility,
and I think these boys know when they are going to be
leaving and when they are going to be corning back, and
1 think the student should accept this responsibility
to notify his professor that he will be gone a certain
t·7me. I can, I suppose, have the Athletic Department
mimeograph a complete schedule of all athletic teams'
trips on the road for you but it will come in the
mail in d ittoed
·
'
·
be
form and probably
95% of the time
thrown in the wastebasket. I don't think the man
teaching the course is going to go through and look
~t the schedule and say "Let, s see the football team
is going
·
'
'
to be out of town
this Friday.
Better not
Schedule a n exam then '' I generally schedule my
examinations
·
•
on a Wednesday
just to get away from
Weekend activities of this kind and I have had no
Proble ms regarding
.
'
football players.
I may have h a d
Problems with students who find Wednesday a hard day.
last POTTER In the present case in point, he missed
Th
Tuesday and will be gone again this Tuesday night.
h'e student should then be informed he should present
ls Schedule and it is his responsibility to do so.
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DAUB Isn't it e very student's responsibility to
attend classes when he can and take examinations when
he can, and if he cannot take an examination to work
it out with the professor? Isn't this the student's
responsibility?
It certainly is not my responsibility. I don't feel that I have to ride herd on 190-some
athletes and keep tabs on them, and say, "Now, you've
got a Biology exam coming up -- better see the Biology
professor about whether or not you are going to be
able to make that examination." These fellows have
to accept some responsibility themselves.
If they
don't, where are they going to get in life?
POPEJOY

Did someone else have a question?

DAUB I might say, if the Faculty wishes to have
this be a duty of the Athletic Council, I will ask them
to give you a schedule of what times they leave and
what times they get back, but I don't really feel it
will be of much use to you.
POPEJOY I don't believe it is the duty of the
Athletic Council, Professor Daub.
I think possibly
some of the administrative officers in the athletic
~ffice might carry out some responsibility like this,
7n the sense that they would ask students to do it
if they could, to notify a professor or possibly
wr~te a memorandum about a particular trip they are
going on where particular courses are involved.
DAUB A boy should know weeks in advance whether
or not he is leaving on a trip. These trip times are
not set up a day before they leave, or some such thing,
so a fellow knows if he is going to be playing in a
game at some other institution involving travel, say,
on a Thursday, he is going to miss a Friday class.
He knows well enough in advance to tell his professor and if he doesn't he hasn't accepted his full
responsibility.
MEMBER
POPEJOY
You have
?

....

Question.
There is a call for the question.

Did

MEMBER The big question in my mind is, why did
the b asketball team have to leave by a particular
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Thursday morning in order to play Friday night.
I know
the explanation is practice, but isn't that carrying
things a bit too far.
DAUB I would tend to agree with you on that.
I didn't know when the team left for El Paso, and I
think it is a case of probably the coach feels the boys
have to get over the nervousness of a jet flight down
to El Paso before they would be able to play on Friday.
This is a factor.
I know the football coach likes to
get in the evening before an evening game so they can
recover from the effect of a flight before they play,
but this is a question the coaches will have to answer
for you.
MEMBER And, of course , as Dr. Potter pointed out,
Tuesday morning to play the following Wednesday night ...
DAUB I realize this. There is nothing I can do
about this. They do need to be there in ample time
before the game . We try to schedule the games so they
interfere as little as they can with the academic procram at the University .
I think that our golf team is
probably the one that misses the most classes during
the spring. They sometimes go away for a week at a
time, but they are the ones that have least trouble in
maintaining a good academic grade.
MEMBER

Question.

POPEJOY Are you ready for the question? ••
in favor, indicate by saying "aye. 11
FACULTY

All

Aye.

POPEJOY Opposed? •• carried. The next item is
a proposal for a Ph.D. program in Philosophy. Dean
Springer.
DEAN SPRINGER Mr. chairman, I am pleased to
Present to the Faculty a proposal, a summary of which is
attached to the papers which you have.
I might report
that the Faculty of Arts and Sciences passed this proosa1 favorably on December 5th and that the Graduate

Ph.D.
Program in
Philosophy

,s
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committee took the proposal under advisement on December 15th, last Thursday, and endorsed the action of
the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. Therefore, I move
that the Faculty adopt the proposal for the Ph.D.
program in Philosophy.
MacCURDY

Second.

POPEJOY Any questions or discussion?
you ready to vote?
MEMBER
POPEJOY
saying "aye.
FACULTY

Are

Question.
All in favor of the motion, indicate by
11

Aye.

POPEJOY Opposed? •• carried. Item 5 is proposed
curricular changes in the College of Arts and Sciences
by Assistant Dean Beer.
DEAN BEER Dean Trowbridge has asked me to present
these proposed seven curricular changes in the College
of Arts and Sciences. These changes have been approved
by the College and statements are attached. Dean Trowbridge has told me that representatives of the departments concerned would be here to answer questions.
Some of the changes are rather complicated. I think
this requires separate motions so, first of all, I
would move acceptance of the revised requirements for
B.A. and B.S. in Biology .
POPEJOY
POTTER
POPEJOY
ME BER

Do I hear a second?
Second.
Any questions?
Question.

POPEJOY

All in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Oppose d?. • • Carrie.
. d

Revised
Requirements
for B . A. and
B . S . in
Biology

/b
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BEER I move acceptance of the revised requirements
for the major and minor in Geography.
PROFESSOR MURPHY

Second.

Revised
Requirements
for Major and
Minor in
Geography

POPEJOY There is a second. Are there any questions?
All in favor, indicate by saying "aye."
FACULTY

Aye .

POPEJOY

Opposed? •• Carried.

BEER I move acceptance of the new option for major
in Journalism with television-radio emphasis.
Do I hear a second?

POPEJOY

PROFESSOR BLANKENSHIP

New Option
for Major in
Journalism
with Television-Radio
Emphasis

Second .

POPEJOY These are all recommended by the College
of Arts and Sciences. Do I hear a question? •• All in
favor, indicate by saying "aye."
FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed? •• Carried.

BEER I move acceptance of the new honors program
in Mathematics and Statistics.
BUCHANAN
POPEJOY
EMBER

for

Second .
Are you ready to vote?

Question.

POPEJOY

All those in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

POPE JOY

Opposed? • • Carried.

ah ead?

New Honors
Program in
Mathematics
and Statistics

Do you want to g o

BEER I move acceptance of the revised requirements
·
maJor and minor in Philosophy .

PROFESSOR SMITH

Second.

Revised
Requirements
for Major
and Minor in
Philosophy
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POPEJOY

All those in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed? •• carried.

BEER I move acceptance of the revised requirements
for major and minor in Astronomy and Physics • • •

MR. DURRIE

With change in name.

BEER ••• with change in name to major and minor in
Astrophysics.
PROFESSOR REGENER
POPEJOY

Second.

Revised
Requirements
for Major
and Minor in
Astronomy
and Physics,
with Change
in Name to
Major and
Minor in
Astrophysics

Any questions?

MEMBER Is it presuming the departmental name will
C'hange to this?
SEVERAL MEMBERS
MacCURDY

No.

Question.

POPEJOY

All in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed? • • No .

BEER I move acceptance of the new option for major
in Speech with emphasis in television-radio journalism.
PROFESSOR CHREIST

I

Second .

POPEJOY

All in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY
tern 6 now?

Oppose d?. • • Carrie.
. d

New Option
for Major i n
Speech with
Emphasis i n
Telev isionRadio
Jou rna lism

Do you want to take

BEER Yes.
Item 6 does not require a vote. It is
an announcement regarding a change in name . Th e Department

Name o f
Department
of Government
Ch a nged to
De par t ment
o f Political
Scienc e
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of Government and Citizenship has agreed to change its
name to the Department of Political Science. The
department agreed last spring. The change in name
has been approved by Dean Trowbridge and President
Popejoy, and the new name will go into use at the
beginning of the next academic year.
POPEJOY Item 7 is a proposed amendment of the
Faculty Constitution relative to eligibility for the
Voting Faculty. Who is to present this?
DURRIE

Professor Weihofen.

PROFESSOR WEIHOFEN There was distributed to you
as you came in the proposed revision of the Faculty
Constitution.
Such revisions are .required to be- sub.
1e..
mittea at a faculty meeting and 1
on the table for
thirty days so it will be put on the agenda next time,
rut we invite your consideration of it.
POPEJOY Item 8 is a report from the Student
Affairs Committee.
Professor Meier. Thank you, Professor Weihofen.
PROFESSOR MEIER In response to the Faculty's
request at the last meeting that the committee conduct
an open forum on the draft, designed to permit discussion
between students and faculty on the resolutions submitted
by several members of the Faculty.
The committee also
offered cooperation to the Student Senate in conducting
a referendum on the subject of Selective Service.
Approximately 150 people, mostly students,
atte~ded the forum on Tuesday, December 6. The Committee
considers that the forum provided a significant communication link for the members of the University community.
Perhaps the most outstanding development was the realizat·ion that students did not understand the Selective
Servic e procedures either in relation to the Un1vers1
·
·tY
~r as they affected them personally. One concrete outome was the decision to inform the student fully con?erning his rights and responsibilities under the Selective s
.
ervice laws and regulations.
I might add that a number of issues revolved
arouna the r solutions of Professors Selinger, Duncan,
nderson an Schmidt.. There was considerable d'iscussion
·

Student
Affairs
Committee
Report on
Student
Deferment
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and some clarification, presumably, came about. Results
were reported b y the subcommittees and adopted in this
report. The results were, b riefly -- I will hit the
high points of it.
Apparently less than 10% of the
eligible male students participated, which is some
measure of the interest in the problems of this issue.
The ballot contained 15 propositions bearing
on three principal issues: The general issue of compulsory military service; the issue of student deferment
policy; the issue of University participation in the
selective service process as it pertains to student
classification. The propositions bearing on these
three issues were presented in mixed order on the
ballot. Eleven of the propositions were keyed to resolutions advanced by faculty and one advanced b a student.
The results:

Of the five propositions bearing

on the general issue of military service, two derived
from the Duncan resolution received the largest pluralities -- from 33% to 40%. These propositions advocated
the use of professional soldiers and not draftees in
undeclared wars and "police conflicts." Propositions
advocating the lottery system and the abolition of
compulsory military service were each supported r y
ab~ l t a fourth of those voting, and the proposition for
universal military service received the least support.
Of the three propositions bearing on student
deferments , the one advocating liberalization of deferme~ts to five years or the completion of the Baccalaureate,
Whichever occurred first I received the heaviest support.
.
Now of the seven propositions bearing on
University participation the one indicating that the
university
.
'
should "supply student grades to Selective
Ser vice
·
· was
upon student request" which was the way it
st a t ed on the ballot received
'
by a good margin, the
he.a~iest
·
'
'
support -- the largest plurality of any proposi~ion , in fact , on the ballot , though still short of a
maJority .
Significantly, the proposition for the status
~o, Which was stated on the ballot simply as "maintain
e Present system" received the least support.
Evidently
h er
·
'
e is strong sentiment for some changes .
However, the
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two propositions favoring what might be interpreted as
unquali f ied University cooperation with Selective
Service, which were propositions 6 and 10, received
sup ort from only a b out a fourth of those voting, as
did proposition 9 which advocates, or comes close to
advocating withdrawal o f cooperation. Somewhat more
support was registered for the Schmidt proposal "Not
to coerce or endorse the student in any way with respect
to Selective Service," and the Anderson proposal "not to
advise Selective Service as to student progress or status."
What seems to b e indicated is qualified cooperation administered from the standpoint of the student's
interests and desires.
I interpret this to mean t h at
the University's obligation in this matter should b e
seen primarily as that of serving the student, upon his
specific request, and not primarily that of serving the
Selective Service Administration.
The appended table gives a breakdown which you
can examine, showing all 15 propositions. There has been
some attempt to scale them, arrange them in the ategory
of issue.

I move the report be adopted.
POPEJOY

Is there a second?

PROFESSOR SCHMIDT

Second.

PROFESSOR SELINGER Is this the extent of the report,
Professor Meier?
It seems to me that the Student Affairs
~ommittee has rather grossly misunderstood the issue as
it was turned over -- in my judgment, as it was turned
over at the last faculty meeting to the Student Affairs
Committee, that is, as I understood President Popejoy's
~~ggestion, the suggestion being, as with other matters,
her proposals, other issues before the Faculty, this
matter would be sent to the Student Affairs Committee for
an examination and evaluation a critical study of the
pr oposals that had been submitted
'
to the Faculty, and
other proposals, and would bring back to us a report on
the merits of the proposal J·ust as any other faculty
C'O
'
I
,
mmittee, faced with a proposal, comes b ack with a
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recommendation and evaluation of those proposals.
Now this, I don't think, is quite my understanding of what was expected . I talked with Mr.
Hamilton , the Student Chairman of the Student Affairs
Committee, at the time they were proposing this forum,
this referendum. I said, "This may be fine. I don't
know how much it is going to help in regard to your
job of evaluating the proposals and coming back with
a report. 11 He said, "What we want to do is find perha s
better ways of doing it, but we are going to get to
the real job, 11 he said, 11 of course we are going to get
to the real job when the referendum is over, when the
forum is over, when the results of the poll taking are
over -- when that's all over we will look at each
other eyeball to eyeball and make some recommendations
to the Faculty on these proposals, on the issues before
the Faculty. 11 And apparently that job, which Mr.
Hamilton, the chairman of the Committee, indicated to
me would be done by the Student Affairs Committee hasn't
been done. •
It seems to me that is why we sent the project back.
The President said something about the matter of due
process, a matter of ordinary procedure, that it be sent
to the Student Affairs Committee for some recommendations
and evaluation. What we have got here, it seems to me,
goes on the premise that the students, as a result of
the speechrnaking and questionnaires, are simply saying
that the Faculty cannot take an independent decision.
I think that is wrong. I don't think any of us unders~ooa it that way. We understood they would come back
with a report and recommendation.
So it seems to me that these issues are still before
the Faculty. It would be rather silly, at a meeting with
the attendance of this size, to try to raise the issue
on the floor of the faculty meeting. I wouldn't think
of a .
oing that. We have a month before the next faculty
meeting when I suspect we can have a large attendance and
a really representative vote of the present members of
the Faculty, and I would say that one month's time ought
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to be spent by the Student Affairs Committee doing what
should have been done this month, which was to come
back with suggestions and an evaluation on the issues
the President mentioned were properly before the
Faculty. There have b een several other matters
struck out. The lottery. I believe they have struck
several items from Professor Duncan's resolution.
We sent this to get a recommendation on the
merits from the Student Affairs Committee, which is
what I thought we asked for last month. I think we
should reject this report and send it back.
POPEJOY I believe the minutes indicate I did make,
generally, the statement you have outlined. On the
other hand, the minutes also indicate the motion made
goes like this: "After considerable discussion, it was
moved and seconded that the matter of the deferment of
students (excluding other matters of the draft) be
referred to the Student Affairs Committee with instructions to report l ack to the Faculty as its next meeting.
Implicit in the motion was the understanding that an
open hearing would be held by the Committee. The motion
carried." You might interpret, from this, that the
report has been made; however, it does not concur with
the suggestion I made that they more or less have a
hearing on the matter and come back with their own
opinions

.

MEIER May I respond to that? Professor Lavender
was to 91.·ve th e report ut he was cal 1 e d away on a n
~mergency. I am doing my best on little notice. We
a~hed over as to what, exactly, we were charged with
doing and, so far as we could tell the main function
se eme a to be to hold hearings and report
'
back on the
outcome of these hearings and whatever further action
developed from them, which appeared to be the student
referendum.

Wh

Insofar as reporting hack what the substance,
at we could interpret was the sentiment that developed
around
th e four faculty resolutions plus added altern .
.
s atives
b
' a dd ed issues
that came out of t h e f orum, the
u
stanc
w
e of this was in my subcommittee report wh'ic h
as adopted by the Committee as a whole, which is the
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first paragraph on page 3 of this report. This presents
a general outline, or general analysis, of the trend
or sentiment as we saw it. We felt, if there were to b e
any further action by the Faculty, it would have to
come from the floor in faculty meeting in the form of
either the re-introduction of resolutions that had been
advanced previously, or introduction of new resolutions.
It was difficult for us to discover just what it was we
could come out with, and this ••••
POPEJOY Well, I have to admit you have the minutes
on your side as far as the motion itself is concerned,
l ut one of the reasons the suggestion was made by the
chair that this matter be referred to the Student
Affairs Committee was to give students -- there are
f ive of them on the committee -- a chance to meet with
the five faculty memb ers in trying to come up with some
sort of motion which would appear later as a report from
the committee. Now the committee has made this report
of the results of the forum, results of the referendum,
and that sort of matter.
PROFESSOR BAUGHMAN Mr. Chairman, as a member of
the Student Affairs Committee I would like to second what
Mr. Meier just said. We felt, I think, that the main job
delegated to us was to find out student opinion. This
we attempted to do with the instrument as reported on the
last page, and if you p~ople think you can make any more
of a conclusion -- come to any better conclusion ab out
student opinion on the matter of the draft from this
material we gathered -- the students themselves gathered
l th.ink maybe you could present that material next time.
.
1 think it needs some study.
I don't think it is very
conclusive.
POPEJOY

Mr. Selinger.

This ~ELINGER That is the point I was making before.
is a determination of student opinion, and what we
want
now
· not student opinion but the opinion
· ·
s
is
o f th e
htudent Affairs Committee on the merits of the proposal,
Wellie
this .r we wish to adopt proposal A, B, C or D. IP~ t
Conun·~n the form of a motion: That the Student Affairs
i tee be asked to report back at the next meeting
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of the Faculty with its recommendations concerning the
adoption by the generai Faculty of one or more of the
resolutions previously introduced before the Faculty.
BAUGHMAN I suspect the Student Affairs Committee
will probably decide it can't do that. Now, I am not
sure, but this is my own opinion and I am speaking only
for myself.
DEAN WYNN I would like to ask Dr. Baughman why
he feels the Committee couldn't do it .
Is it a
restriction on its power, or imagination on the part
of the Conunittee, or what?
BAUGHMAN Where do you start? The problem is much
more difficult than it looks. Just from Professor
Selinger's motion and from the difficulty the Faculty
had last time, I don't see that the Student Affairs
Committee•s difficulties are really hard to understand.
MEMBER Mr. Chairman, I have listened carefully
to all of the comments on this question . One thing
escapes me: that is, exactly what does the University
do in cooperating with Selective Service . Are we to
provide them with information which is above and beyond
what we supply to parents, institutions, prospective
employers , et ceter a ?
POPEJOY

Good question.

MR . MacGREGOR I would like to give you just a
short answer to that. Dean Lavender and Dean Math~ ny
ana I are in charge of this committee writing a very
complete explanation not only of student responsibility
under the current law but what we do and can do for the
students . We hope to have this ready for distribution
:efore the end of this semester, before another semesBriefly we send information to the draft
b er starts .
oara on 1Y at the request
'
of the student. We ac t ua 11Y
~end.less information than we would provide for other
1 nstitut ·
·
we d o
n
ions , parents -- this sort of thing.
ot provide a grade report. Selective Service has laid
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down the ground rules for certain types of information
that are needed for their purpose as guides to the
draft boards across the country, and we try to provide
that as the minimal information at the request of the
student.
Now I see this tabulation of the reaction on
the part of students represents approximately 10% of
the students -- I think this was the figure indicated.
I would guess in the last few months I have had at
least that many tripping into my office and requesting
that information be sent to their draft boards, and I
would bet there were very few of those included in the
group voting, because they were busy.

made?

POPEJOY Did everyone understand the point you
You say less than 10% of the male students voted •..
MacGREGOR

Less than 10%.

POPEJOY Less than 10% of the male students v t din
the election.
Is that it, Mr. MacGregor?
MacGREGOR Each semester we send information for
about five thousand students at their request, so maybe
the ground rules currently existing should be considered
for continued educational deferment.
POPEJOY Has the question been answered satisfactorily as to what we do?
MEMBER To some extent.
I understand we don't
send transcripts as such, but send something to them
that the student is making satisfactory progress.
MacGREGOR Well the ground rules are determinat·
I
~on of satisfactory progress. Although we don't agree
with these definitions they were laid down by the
National Selective Ser~ice as guidelines to the draft
boards. The draft boards have complete autonomy and
can ignore the guidelines as they wish, but unless we
provide the information at the request of the student,
wh le
· h the draft board feels
'
it needs for consideration
0 : this student, he is shoved over into a delinquent
list and is subject to call immediately. These ground
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rules require that if the student requests that we
send information, for example, that he is enrolled as
a full time student, then we must report any changes
in that status because deferment isn't from the date
of announcement, it is for the academic year.
They also require, so they may have a basis
for determining whether he shall be deferred for next
year -- no deferment is ever for more than nine months,
the school year -- that we show what progress he made
during that year. Now all they want for that purpose,
and all we provide them unless the student requests
additional information, is a rank in class -- and this
is just for male students -- rank in college in class.
Selective Service has set up the guidelines.
In other words they want the student, to be eligible
to continue in the sophomore year, to have been in
the upper half of the freshman class. When he goes
to the sophomore year it is the upper two-thirds, and
the upper three-fourths when he goes from junior to
senior. So what we do is compute in the simplest and
most desirable way from the standpoint of the student
h~s rank in class, which they require, and then we report
his classification whether he is a freshman, sophomore,
'
'
I
Junior or senior. These are the two items required.
I would be very much opposed to the sending
of complete official transcripts of every student
enrolled. In the first place, I think most of us have
bee
· the business long enough to know that the
. n 1.n
interpretation of transcripts usually requires a little
background, and I doubt seriously if, in many of the
draft boards, their clerical help is in a position
properly to interpret a student's academic record, so
hactually the criteria now being used for this purpose
ave be en reduced to a minimum amount of in
· f orma t ion
·
Upon wh 1.ch
·
· t ion.
·
the draft board may make its determina
They. m1.g
· h t request a student to have additiona
· ·
1 in
· f orrnat1on sent. Of course if the student requests tha t
wthe. send a transcript fine
We will send one. But I
ink in
· the long run' and in
• most instances it
· would be
Very definitely to the disadvantage to the individual
Stude t .
,
n if all of them had their transcripts sent.
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POPEJOY I am confronted here with a chair problem.
There was a motion made by Professor Se linger.
I didn't
hear a second.
MEMBER
MEMBER
floor.

I seconded it.
I believe there was a prior motion on the

DEAN TRAVELSTEAD I wanted to speak to Professor
Selinger's motion, but apparently I am out of order.
MEMBER

No, it has been seconded.

TRAVELSTEAD

But there was a motion prior?

MEMBER There was a motion to adopt the report,
was there not?
POPEJOY

Yes, there was.

TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Chairman?
POPEJOY

You are right.

Would a motion to amend be in order,

Yes.

TRAVELSTEAD
we are.

I am trying to help pick up where

POPEJOY I think there was an original motion
made and seconded, and there is an opportunity to amend
that. Is that what you are asking?
TRAVELSTEAD

If I might make a motion in the form

~f an amendment it might carry out Professor Selinger' s

idea · Maybe 1· t is
· a substitute motion
· . we c an
;traighten it out, I suppose. The substitute motion
~uld be to accept the information which has been provided
.
' wh'ich I think is very helpful, but at t h e same
tl.Ine to amend the motion to say we would like the same
committee to continue its exploration and, if it chooses
to
·
If do
. t so, at our request report back its reconm end a t ion.
ind: does not choose to do so, and Mr. Baughman has
icated it might well do that then the Faculty is
f aced
w1. th having an ad hoo committee
,
.
y
to do this.
ou
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cannot do this kind of business on the floor of a
faculty meeting.
It is the work of a committee.
That committee needs to take the step, or another
committee willing to do it. Therefore, the motion
is to amend to accept the information provided and
ask for further work from the committee. I put
that in the form of an amendment.
POPEJOY I would like to rule on that, if
you don't mind.
I think you can get it done in two
motions just as easily and the Faculty has the opportunity to vote on the issue in each motion. Does that
meet with your approval?
TROWBRIDGE

Yes.

POPEJOY In other words, the motion to accept
the report has been made, and there was a second.
We will act upon that, then, and if the Faculty wants
to instruct the Student Affairs Committee to take
additional action, you can do it in another motion.
SEVERAL MEMBERS

Question .

POPEJOY All in favor of the motion to accept
the Student Affairs Committee's report on the draft
matter, indicate by saying "aye."
FACULTY

Aye .

POPEJOY Opposed? • • carried . The chair will
entertain now another motion relating to this matter.
TRAVELSTEAD

I defer to Mr . Selinger.

.
SELINGER May I incorporate now the motion, since
it was done and written out
I think it was . Now I
th'ink everyone heard that . • The substance was that the
Student Affairs Committee would be instructed to -- I
don•t think at their discretion -- I think they would
be instructed
·
to between now and the next regular
met·
'
e ing of the Faculty
, report back to the Faculty
recommendations concerning the advisability of the
Faculty adopting one or more of the resolutions that
Were p roperly before the Faculty .
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POPEJOY
SELINGER
POPEJOY
SELINGER
MEMBER

As outlined by the Policy Committee?
As outlined by the Policy Committee.
As far as eligibility is concerned?
That's right.
Second.

MEMBER I think at the next meeting is quite impractical. That's not enough time. We will be gone
two weeks.
MacGREGOR Possibly with the holiday period it
might be difficult.
POPEJOY
the meeting?

What would be the date, normally, of

DURRIE We haven't met in January for several
years; normally there has been no business until
February, but we possibly could have one later in
January if it were wished. The normal time is the
second Tuesday of the month.
.
POPEJOY Yes, the chair usually makes the determination as to whether we have sufficient business for
a faculty meeting.
It seems to me this kind of issue
would possibly draw quite a large sized audience and
would probably take some time. This is just a guess.
~o when you say next meeting -- it is in your motion
next meeting" -- we will possibly have to make a
determination as to when we can do that.
SELINGER I would be willing to leave that matter
to the ordinary course of events, when the next meeting
Would take place. On the substantive issue of whether
there is
· something for the Student Affairs Commit
· t ee
to do, I think that they who sat through the draft
forum would say "yes" and "no." "Yes" on probably
Whats eems to be the involved matter of universi
'
' tY
rocedure and what the mode of dealing with Selective
Sen,ic esh ould be.
.
.
.
I think many more intricacies
~ame
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up in that forum than many of us have suspected, and
this is really a matter of sitting down and look at
the present scheme, look at the regulations, look at
the proposals, then satisfy ourselves as to what the
relationship should be and how it should be worked
out. I think really it deserves a great deal of
thought on matters of some complexity.

I am a little more sympathetic on Professor Baughman's suggestion of abolition of student
deferment. On the fundamental question of educational policy, the fundamental policy -- on that
issue maybe the committee feels inadequate to deal.
It is a moral policy, a public policy, a question on
which maybe they feel they are talked out.
It is
a question on which I think many of us feel talked
out . Perhaps they feel that members of the Faculty
could take a position without advice. We wanted to
go along with the idea of using ordinary procedure.
I think if they will produce some recommendation on
that issue, I think it would be helpful but I sympathize with their difficulty.
Perhaps they can give
us something we can all think about.
.
POPEJOY The chair is not supposed to participate
in debate, and I don't want to in this case, but I
think most of us read or I am sure noticed in a recent
r:,ag .
azine that the Congress is compelled under law to
do something about the draft act before July 1, 1967.
~here is one part of the draft law that carries over
if they don't do anything which means that all people
th.at have been deferred up' to that time become immediately eligible for the draft so, in line with that,
the suggestion might be made that this Faculty and
~~her people might want to consider seriously some
.ina of recommendation they would make to the people
in Wash·ington.
I personally sent a letter to Wash'ington.a number of months ago trying to reflect the
attitude
· · t ra t ors i·n
0 f some of our academic adminis
th .
the institutions, and it is possible that the Faculty,
rough this committee and others might want to work
adeai·
long the same line
·
. acting on this
' · matter. We are
in
f ing With a draft law that is scheduled to go out
0
bus·iness in about seven months, or there is
· going
·
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to be a new draft law, about which they Congress might
want to receive some information. Does that sound
reasonable? That the Faculty could cantinue on that
sort of basis?
MEMBER

Question.

POPEJOY Now where are we? A motion has been made
and there is a second that we defer this matter again
and ask the Student Affairs Committee to come in with
a recommendation at a later faculty meeting.
TRAVELSTEAD Speaking favorably to the motion, if
the words as I heard them are correct, I don't thin~,
after the feeling expressed by members of that committee, we ought to instruct them to do so and so.
It would be far more appropriate to request if they
choose, and they have the right not to choose. Then
we can take another step .
I think the word "instruct"
ought to be changed to "request." If he is willing -the reasons are pretty important.
SELINGER I am very sympathetic with that. How,
as a mechanical matter, do you get a matter shuttled
or sent from this particular committee, if they decide
hey don't want to handle it, to another committee.
We don't want another six weeks of somebody looking
eyLball to eyeball .
TRAVELSTEAD I would submit that the word "instruct" d oesn't preclude their
. choice
.
not t o d o so.
We can put it in the form of a request by amendment,
Carl. If this Faculty passes the motion and if this
C'O
•
mmittee chooses not to conform they can make the
de cision
· ·
whether they will pretty' soon and, in the
event of that, the Policy Committee would be empowe~ed
o sug gest an ad hoc committee to take care o f thi s
· ,
.·
·
·
in
the mo t ion
so
thnd this a 11 could be incorporated
at we a r e secure, rather than waiting
· ·
·
ks
six wee •
.
SELINGER I accept that proposal. If this comlttee" s d ecision
.
is that it does not want to und er-
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take the job it will notify the Policy Committee and
be Policy Committee will appoint another committee.
POPEJOY

Does Professor Selinger's second accept

this?
SECONDING MEMBER

Yes.

POPEJOY You have a new revised motion at this time,
which accepts this suggestion of Dean Travelstead.

WYNN

One of the chief reasons for sending this
back to committee was to get student reactions. Would
such an ad hoc committee include students?
POPEJOY
MEMBER
POPEJOY

Yes, I think it would.
Yes.
Professor Weihofen?

WEIHOFEN I only wanted
the considerations was speed
has to take this, they won't
ntil after the first of the
take a while and you are not
that way .
POPEJOY

to point out that one of
and if the Policy Committee
meet again after tomorrow
year. That, too, will
going to get much speed

Professor Meier .

MEIER I am not sure I really understand what the
hange is in the motion.
Is it that we pass on one of
these four resolutions that have been formally advanced?
Is th'is the idea?
h

SELINGER Yes. The committee sits and looks -ere are two general suggestions, one, whether we
should have student deferment· second, what is the
e hanism by which the Univer~ity should cooperate
U~der the existing scheme of student deferment. Then
e committee looks at (a) the question of whether there
houia be student deferment
That is one question, the
general policy of whether there should be stude nt deferent. The second questi' on · is as a matter of be ing a
0 litl 1't
'
tee of the Faculty, whether
this Faculty, on the
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assumption that the corru ittee should conclude that we
should have student deferment, whether this aculty
ou ht to take a position on that issue. There are two
roatters with regard to that half. The other half, if
they decide this, the committee sits there and looks
at this web of existing relationships, looks at the
various continua of the web of existing relationships
in the resolutions proposed before the Faculty, and
then says to itself, "Are these continua valid?" If
not valid, how should the web of existing relationships
be changed, and then proceed on that matter.
MEIER Well, we did discuss this sort of thing
and I think what came out of this was that this would,
in effect, charge us with writing a resolution of our
own.
SELINGER

That may be .

MEIER This we did not think we were charged with
doing so we didn't do it. But in the discussion that
did arise around these issues, it became apparent, first
of all, in terms of the faculty resolutions that were
already submitted, that probably there could be no
agreement on any single one of these resolutions;
that, instead, very much like the way the student
referendum had parts of one and parts of another, they
~ nded to be picked out and favored 'y different peo le
in the committee. My own impression -- it became
a arent to me there would be deep division in the
comrn·t
·
·
1 tee over some of these issues and the discussion
that we did get into ranaed into some very knotty problems concerning the whole
- apparatus, the origina
· · 1
ap artus, not the deviation process referred to Y Dr·
Anderson . And I suspect some rather fundamental diverge ncies
·
. arrivinc
· ·
even in the general statement -- in
at a . g eneral statement of policy, to say noting
h ·
0 f
assing upon in detail the existing aparatus procedure
ana making detailed recommendations for changes.
h
Now if this is what we are charged with, I
/ e the thing is made clear and we know what we are
t~cea With because I don't think that any of us really
ought that we were charged with this kind of project.

I
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POPEJOY Well, I think, on the l asis of the motion,
you are correct. the motion made at the other faculty
meeting at the end of the session. On the other hand,
there seems to be some interest here today in having
the Student Affairs Committee make a report, make
recommendations on the deferment proposal and other
eligi~ility prob lems which the Policy Committee might
decide is eligible for discussion. Is that the sense
of the motion before us?
ME

BER

Yes.

PROFESSOR KO~HMANN Mr . Chairman, I move this whole
matter be tabled indefinitely. Only once before have I
seen the Faculty spend so much time on a matter which is
not normally part of its professional business. We
don't make a draft law, and I feel we have taken an
awful lot of time already. I feel that what was shown
at the forum was that the students -- a few of them -cared quite a b it but that the students themselves were
not particularly upset a b out the way the draft was being
conducted. I think also, clarifying the University's
role in this, is that of serving the student and I feel
~tis wrong dragging out the time spent in faculty meetings or in committee on matters that are not appropriate
so I would move to table.
MEMBER

I would like to second the motion.

POPEJOY There is a motion to table and a second.
Would you advise me as to Robert•s wishes in this matter?
DURRIE As I understand Mr. Robert, or the Messrs.
R~bert, this is an undebatab le motion which requires a
simple majority.
POPEJOY
in order.
MEMBER

It is not debatable; therefore a vote is

Mr. Chairman, have we a quorum?

POPEJOY I rule that there is a quorum. We have
transa
· t o th is.
·
w . c t e d a lot of business today
don , t ae t in
e might as well vote on a hand basis so there won't be
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any burden on my shoulders as regards interpretation.
All in favor of the motion to table, indicate by holding
up one hand.

DURRIE
POPEJOY

(Counting)

25.

All opposed to the motion?

DURRIE (Counting) 22.

(Applause from the mem ers.)

POPEJOY The motion is carried.
other business?

Is there any

Adjournment, 5:35 p . m.
Respectfully submitted,

Durrie,
Secretary.

Annual Report to th13 Faculty:
scholarships, Prizes, and Leans Committee

120
November 15, 1966

During the Spring semester of 1966 the Policy Committee
changed the name of the committee to
scholarships, Prizes, and Loans Committee, and appointed th~ Director
of student Aids as executive secretary of the Committee. All these
changes are simply recognition that loans from the Federal government
are b~coming a major source of moneys for financial aid to students,
that aid programs are both so large and, where Federal money is used,
subject to such scrupulous accounting that only an expert can administer an aid program or report on it, and that therefore a faculty
committee can act only as a recognized liaison group between the
student Aids Office and the University Faculty. In that capacity,
then, we present to the F~culty a summary of the Annual Report of th~
student Aids Division, July 1, 1965-June 30, 1966, prepared by Charlas
J. Sheehan •
. The student Aids Division has grown so large as to require an
~ss1stant Director 1 Mr. John McClure holds that place. The Division
is.especially pleased with its program of high school visitation, in
which the visitors found in 103 New Mexico high schools 2,843 students
whose test scores and general showing in interview marked them as
wor~hy of special attention. A great many (the exact number is not
a~a ilable) received further attention from departments of the Unive rsity 1·n wh'ich they had expressed interest and from t h e Su
t d en t . A'ds
1.
0...
ivision. Mr. Sheehan asks that all departments prepare descriptiv~
brochures on departmental offerings opportunities offered majors
afte~ ?raduation, etc., to be given,interested students at the time
of visitation.
The accounts of the Division of student Aids have been audited
by several agencies. All accounts have been found in perfect order.
Refprcsentatives of all agencies who have examined the organization
O the Off'
ice have been pleased.

1.2~

LOANS

Amount

Individuals
National D'"'fenso student Leans
united student Aid Funds
Cuban student Loan Program
Nursing student Loan Program
TOTAL

~32
477
43
13

$

399,900
227,776
24,000
6 100

1,395

$

657, 776':'.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND STUDENT ASSISTANCE FUNDS

Amount

Individuals
Tuition Scholarships--Freshman
Tuition Scholarships--Upperclassmen
Activity jcholarships--Freshman
A~tivity Scholarships--Upperclassmen
Miscellan~ous Scholarships
Trust Fund Scholarships
Honors Program Scholarships
N-3 Program
Studant Assistance Funds
TOTAL

203
114
110
190
586
106
33
26
33

$

33,762 . 50
18,900.00
20,017.65
44,687.00
202,384.50
25,644.91
11,312.50
29,875 . 00
2,705.00

1,401

$

389,289.56

EXPECTATIONS FOR 1966-67 GUARANTEED BY
THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE
Individuals
(approximate}
N.::i.t ional D ~L~nse
.c:
G
Student LOans
Euaranteed Loan Program
cucational opportunities Grant
Work
-Study Program

950
800
200
500

Amount
$

550,000
500,000
84,000
465,000

TOTAL
2,450
$1,599,000
The.: Uni· ted Student Aid Funds will be absorbed into ot h er goverrunen t
Pr ograms.)
(

Edith Buchanan, Chairman
Roger C. Entringer
Virginia Reva
John M. Rhodes
Florence M. Schroeder

NEW STATEMENT

Scholarships, Prizes, and Loans Committee

..

..

The Committee on Scholarships, Prizes, and Loans advises the
Director of Student Aids on all policies governing the granting of
aid whenever policy is not stipulated by the granting agency or
governed by precedent and custom and on cases in which the Director
thinks stipulated policies need interpretation. It also acts as a
liaison agency between the Office of Student Aids and the Faculty.
The Committee will transmit to the Faculty a report, based on
information compiled by the Director of Student Aids, on all scholarships, prizes, and loans handled by the Student Aids Office, at
the same meeting {each November to cover the preceding fiscal
year) at which the Chairman of the Athletic Council reports on
Athletic Grants-in-Aid.
(Five members, including chairman, nominated by the Policy
Committee; also the Dean of Men, the Dean of Women, the Director
of Development, ex officio. The Director of Student Aids,
Executive Secretary, ex officio.)
OLD STATEMENT
~cholarships and Prizes committee

~

..,,

..

The Committee on Scholarships and Prizes is charged with
est~blishing University policies regarding scholarships and prizes
subJect to approval by the Faculty and Administration; it mak~s
recommendations to the Student Affairs Division for the awarding
0 ~ ~cholarships and prizes and approves actions taken in the
Division regarding such matters; it cooperates with the Development Office in seeking new scholarships and prizes. It also has
~he.responsibility of transmitting to the F~cult~ ~ :eport, base~
n information compiled by the Student Affairs Division of gratuitous.awards and of employment given to non-athletes, at the same
::~ting (each November to cover the preceding fiscal ye~r~ at
· ich the chairman of the Athletic council reports on similar
information regarding athletes •
Co

(five members, including chairman, nominated by the Policy
mmittee: also the Dean of Men, the Dean of women, and rep~;s7ntatives of the Student Affairs Division and the Development
fice, ex officio.)

. ;
~
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Report of the Athletic Council to the Faculty
November 15, 1966
This report covers the 1965-66 academic year and consists of a
summary of athletic grants-in-aid and certain other expenses
incurred in the operation of the intercollegiate athletic program
at the University of New Mexico. The grant-in-aid program for
athletes is administered by the office of the Dean of Men, and the
following information was supplied by the Student Affairs Division
through Dean Mathany and by the University Comptroller.
There were 241 athletes at the
totaling $234,462.32 including
and laundry. This averages to
These expenses are broken down
Table I of this report.

University receiving grants-in-aid
grants for tuition, room and board,
$973 per student athlete so aided.
in terms of the sport involved in

Table I
Sport
Football
Basketball
Baseball
Golf
Gymnastics
Swimming
Tennis
Track
Wrestling

Number of
Recipients
89
28
30
12
8

15
6

35
18
241

Total Aid
$112,325.62
32,146.20
15,103.00
9,190.00
6,565.00
10,198.00
7,686.00
31,167.50
10,081.00
$234,462.32

Approx. Average
per Individual
$1,260.00
1,150.00
504.00
765.00
821.00
b79.00
1,280.00
890.00
560.00

In addition to the foregoing, training table charges of $17,530.32
and cost of books for loan to student athletes amounting to $13,016.48
~hould also be included
The total aid for student athletes admin~stered during the 1965:66 academic year including grants-in-aid,
ooks, and training table meals amounted to $265,009.12. This
repr esents about a 27% increase compared to such expenditures
·
d uring
·
th
U ~ l96~-65 academic year.
The increase of tuition charg~s at the
$~~ve~s1ty ($570 in 1964-65 to $686 in 1965-66 for nonres~dents an~
O in 1964-65 to $336 in 1965-66 for residents) and an increase in
;oom ana board charges ($732 in 1964-65 to $762 in 1965-66) are partly
esponsible for this increase in expenditures.
~e faculty should also be informed of the number of student athletes
yo competed as members of varsity teams during the 1965-66 school
g;:~ebut_who, at the time of competition, did not hold an over-all
f·
point average of 2 00 or better on all college work. Twentys~~~0~Uch athletes ~ompeted as vars~ty tea~ members during the _past
av
Year and their names along with their over-all grade point
Therages at the time of their competition are included in this report.
at~ averages as reported here are based on their work at all colleges
Con~nded and are determined according to the western Athletic
erence Code. Thus Physical Education Activity courses are

2
included in the determination of such averages. In addition, courses
taken during the freshman year with an F grade and subsequently taken
wi th a passing grade are included only once with the passing grade
used. Non-credit courses such as English A and Math A were no t used
in determini,'tlg.:.t.ais "· :tndex.
Table II
••

~

-.-, •

J

' ..· ':1::.: .. ~.
·rt:"'
r. ·..

'

. ..

:

' .

UNM GPA

Athletes Name
Robert Bouyer
Ronald Flammond
Rex Henington
Randall Lee
Pascol Pollard
William . : Seis
Maxie Williams
Dale Paul Cleveland
Ray Dupree

Sport
Football
Football
Football
Football
Football
Football
Football
Basketball
Basketball

Donald Hoover

Basketball

William Morgan

Basketball

Felix Rodriguez

Gymnastics

Jonathon Mayhew
Ron~ld McGregor
Louis Sciarra
Samuel Stoakley
Lewis Granados
A~ rian DeWind t
Michael Jeffrey
G7orge Loughridge
W~ lliam MacKay
~ chael Thornton
Di.ck Jenness
James Pappan
Steven Jollensten

Swimming
Swimming
Wrestling
Wrestling
Wrestling
Track
Track
Track
Track
Track
Baseball
Baseball
Tennis

GPA* (Sero.)
1.93 {I)
1.80 (I)
1.90 (I)
1.68 (I)
1.80 (I)
1.80 (I)
1.90 (I)
1.80 (I)
1.80 (I)
1.85 (II)
1.90 (I)
1.98 (II)
1. 90 (I)
1.90 (II)
1.68 (I)
1.89 (II)
1.87 (II)
1.61 (II)
1.90 (I)
1.80 (I)
1.85 (II)
1.80 (II)
1.80 (II)
1.80 (II)
1.80 (II)
1.80 (II)
1.80 ·(II)
1.80 (II)
1. 90 (II)

(Sem. I '66)
1.80 **
1.84
1.98 ++
1.81 ++
1.55
1.68 ** ++
1.60 **
2. 04
1.92 ++
2.32 ++
1.94 ++
1.74 ++

1. 81
1.92
2.22
1.69
1.85
2.04
1. 70
1.75
1.78
1.97
1.98
1.53
1.95

++
++
++

**
++
++
++
++
++
++

**

++

**

***

Calculated as per Western Athletic conference Code
++ On ~robation, Fall 1966
Registered, Fall 1966
As a SU

.
f

:·,·•·
'

.
These mmary of Table II in this report the following
may b e s~i. d .
the U ~5 at~letes represent 13.2% of the athletes (189) competing for
ma
niversity on varisty squads in intercollegiate sports. Thi~
du~ibe compared with 40 athletes or 21.4% of the athletes competing
,., ng the 1964-65 school year
Of these 25 student athletes none
.. ere s uspended as of the opening
· of the Fall, 1966, term. Eig
· h t d i· d
not
Th return 'for the fall term (1966-67) although eligible to do so.
l ?eo~iher 17 are present,ly
enrolled in the University and of these
start Y 2 are on probation, 3 had UNM GPA's at 2~0 or above at the
not
of the Fall term, 1966, and 12 had UNM GPA s below 2.0 but were
on probat·l.On.

25
The 25 sub- 2 . 0 student ath l e t e s we re divided as follows among the
various vars i ty squads :

sport
Football
Cross-Country
Basketbal l
Gymnastics
Swimming
Wrestling
Golf
Track
Baseball
Tennis

umbe r
7
0
4

l
2
3
0

5
2
l

% of Squad
16
0
29
6

15

20
0

14
8

JI
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SU,i·iMARY OF PROPOSAL FOR Pli. D. PROGRAM L'1 PHILOSOPHY

Since the founding of Plato's Academy, philosophy has
been taught at the highest levels of scholarly endeavour.

He

bE::!li~ve that the University of New Mexico should be included

in this tradition.

Some of our concrete reasons follow.

First, since philosophy is usually taught at the college or

university level where qualified teachers generally hold the
Ph.D. degree, or its equivalent, it follows that a graduate

program in philosophy needs to lead to the Ph.D. degree·

A

lower aegree is of little long run value.
A

of

New

second reason for a doctoral program at the University
fviexico is the increasing student population, which

requires more teachers of philosophy, a demand that demonstrably cannot be met by existing Ph.D. programs in the
United States.

Third, the University of New Mexico clearly

needs to offer a Ph.D. to maintain its position as a growing

university, especi~lly in this area of the United States.
Fourth I to attract both staff and graduate students of high
quality for the GJliversity, a Ph.D. is necessary.

Fifth,

a doctoral program will broaden and strengthen existing

programs in English, history, American Studies, etc.

Sixth,

the Undergrqduate program will certainly receive intellectual
s timul.a t ion
.

Venth '

5

from the presence of a doctora 1 program.

c
0

e-

t udents prefer to take an M.A. in
· aepart men t s that

2,

Page 2

offer a Ph.D., since they must in general obtain a Ph.D. t o

teach .
Resources:
The ability of the pnilosophy department to move into
a Ph . D. program at once results from several factors .

First,

philosophy differs from other subjects in not needing e laborate
research facilities like laboratories, museums, statistical
equipment or files, as in the sciences, nor does it require
the extensive libraries of the other humanities.

1ve

ne e d only

places to talk at length without interruption and an inte nsive library of basic philosoph ical writings.

Second, our

staff is now comparable in size with other emin e nt s chools
that offe r the Pil.D. in philosopny , and is able t o expose
students to all aspects of philosophy.

Third , our pr e s e nt

cours e offerings with the addit ions being p ro posed fo r ne xt
year will provide a balanced g r aduate and unde r g raduate program comparable to and compe titive with other universities ·
Finally, ~ur special resources include: library holdings in
Asian and Hispanic philosophy and the annual Aesthetics
Institute at Taos.
A steady increase in enrollments in philosophy, shown
be..low-'--indj cat:es both ,.the need and resource for a doctoral

program.

1 28
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Student Credit Hours

Year

1957-58 ------------------------ 1940
58-59 ------------------------ 2194

59-60
60-61
61-62
62-63
63-64
64-65
65-66

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2451
2524
3520
3027
3243
3638
4197

in Student Credit Hours for philosophy
The percen t age increase
·
over the ten year period 19 55-65 was 214. 2, while the average
growth for the Arts and Sciences College was 157.3 (Trowbridge
Report, May 26, 1966).
Program:
In accord with the Graduate School Julletin, our requirements are: 48 hours of course work above the B.A., exclusive
of the dissertation; a high proficiency in one foreign language,
with special criteria; written comprehensive examination in
six areas (value theory, logic, metaphysics, epistemology, one
cultural-historical tradition (choice) and one inter-disciplinary
field (choice}); dissertation; and an oral examination.

A core

program of four Ph.D. seminars in value theory, logic, metaphysics and epistemology will be required of each student.
Courses will be grouped in several categories: culturalhistorical I interdisciplinary, individual thinkers, and problems.

Some examples are:

Page 4

European Philosophy
American Philosophy
Hispanic Philosophy
Indian Philosophy
Chinese Philosophy

Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy
Philosophy

of
of
of
of
of

Plato
Descartes
Dewey
Unamuno
Sankara

Problem
Problem
Problem
Problem
Problem

universals
sense data
freedom
time
validity

of
of
of
of
of

Science
History
Law
Art
Religion

Implementation!
1. Students: The first students will begin studies in the
Fall of 1967, and the earliest Ph.D. degree will be available
June, 1970, in order that the cycle of core Ph.D. seminars can
be completed.

2. Staff: At least one additional staff member in 196768 will give a total of 8, which is adequate for the begin-

ning of the program.
3. Library: To round out our library collection of basic
philosophical writings, departmental allocation will need to
co n t·inue to increase.

Supplemental appropriations can be

used to fill gaps as soon as possiole.
4. Space: Although we do not require lab or research
space like other departments, it is absolutely essential to
have private offices for the staff because our work depends
upon careful, sustained, uninterrupted socratic discussion.
In addition, a seminar room and space for graduate assistants
is needed.

5. Graduate Assistants: The help we now receive from
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three graduate assistants is barely adequate for our present
needs.

An increase is in order not only to meet our needs, but

also to provide important training for the potential teacher
with his Ph.D.
Staff:
Paul F. Schmidt: A. B. with High Honors, Univ. of Roches ter,
1947; Phi Beta Kappa, 1947; Ph.D., Yale Univ., 1951 :
teaching at Oberlin College, 1951-65; Chairman, UHM, 1965present; Consultant on General Education for U.S. State
Dept. to faculties of Indian universities, India, 195758; two books )2nd in press) and over a dozen article s.
Hubert G. Alexander: A. B. , Pomona College , 1930; Phi Beta Kappa, 1930; Univ. of Paris, 1930-31; Ph.D., Yale Univ, 1934;
teaching at UNM, 1935-present; Visiting Professor, Yale
Univ., 1954-55 . three books (2nd and 3rd in press) and a
dozen articles.
~chie J. Bahm: A. B., Albion College, 1929; M.A., 1930, Ph.D.,
1933, Univ. of Michigan; teaching at Texas Technological
College, 1934-46; Univ. of Denver, 1946-48; UNM, 1948present; Phi Beta Kappa, 1959 , Fulbright Research Scholar,
Univ. of Rangoon, 1955-56; Fulbright Research Scholar,
Benares Hindu Univ.; twelve books and over three doze n
articles.
~lbourne G. Evans: A.B., Reed College, 1937; M.A., 1940, Ph.D.,
1948, Univ. of Calif. at Berkely; teaching at Univ. of
Calif. at Berkely 1938-42, Syracuse Univ., 1948-51,
Univ. of Alabama,'1955 1 UNM, 1955-present ; ACLS Scholar
at Cornell Univ. and Brown Univ., 1951-53; One book and
a dozen articles.
~tricia Sanborn: A.B., Magna cum Laude, Mt. Holyoke College,
1958; ~hi Beta Kappa, 1958; M.A., ~961,.Ph.D., 1965
Columbia Univ.; teaching at Columbia Univ., 1963-64,
Barnard College, 1964, Hunter College, 1963-66; UNM 1966present; several articles.
~seeh,Hassett: A.B., cum Laude, Woodstock College, 1936;
Licentiate in Philosophy, Woodstock Col~ege, .cum Laude,
1937; M.A., Fordham univ., 1940 ; Licentiate in Theology,
Woodstock College, cum Laude, 1944; Foreign.study at .
Laval Univ., Quebec, 1948, Institute of Medieval St~die s,
Montreal, 1949, Paris, 1954; teaching at Fordham Univ.,
195~-66; UHM, 1966-present; one book and half-dozen
articles; another book in MS.

/.

P ge 6

drian O' ei :
195 6 ; P i
~

rk ly,
Univ . of
Je r k ly,
1963- 6 ,

pre sen .

. u. ,

r,

..Lt.., ...L

igh st .1ono r s, Univ . of Calif . at Berkely,
~·app , l 56; . . , Univ . of Calif . at
1965, F lbright, Univ . of Ut recht, 1956 -57 ; Ph . D.,
Calif. t ~ r kely, expected 1 967; teach ing at
1957 - 5 , 1 .65- 66, San Franci sco State College,
Santa Ros Junior College, 1962 - 63; UN M, 1966t

CURRICULAR CHANGES, COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
a. Revised requirements for B.A. and B.S. in Biology

Proposed requirements for B.S. : Biology 121L and 122L; two courses
from the three following groups with no two from the same group
although additional courses from any of the three groups may be
used as electives: botanical 363L or 372L, zoological 371L or 386L,
microbiological 393L; 429L or 460L or 478L; 407; 408 and 409L; two
hours of 400; plus 8 hours of biology electives. Total biology 37
hours. Mathematics 120 or 121 or 160 or 162; Chemistry 101L, 102L
or 122L, and 281 or 301-303L; Physics 111 and 112. (For those interested in microbiology, physiology, or medicine, Chemistry 3013031 and 302-304L are recommended.) Grades of "C" or better are
required of Biology majors in all of the above courses.
The m~thematics requirement may be met by examination for advanced
standing or by taking a higher level course.
NOTE: The revised requirements total 59-61 hours, as compared with
Sl-52 at present, but the hours required in biology are redu~ed
from.39 to 37. Six hours in physics are added, and the chemistry
requirement is increased from 8 to 12-13.
~oposed requirements for B.A.: Biology 121L-122L (or 101L-102L
~~th grades of "B" or better each semester); two courses from t he
a r7e.following groups with no two from the same group although
ddit7onal courses from any of the three groups may be used a~
e~ectives: botanical 363L or 372L, zoological 371L or 386L, micro~lological 393L; 429L or 460L or 478L; 407; 408 and 409L; plus . 12
lours of biology electives. Total biology 39 hours. Mathematics
20 or 121 or 160 or 162 ; Chemistry lOlL and 281 o~ 301~303L.
~~ades of "C" or better are required of biology maJors in all of
e above courses.
The mathematics requirement may be met by examination for advanced
standing or by taking a higher level course.

~~~E: .The revised requirements provide the basic ele~ents of t he

l Jor in biology but allow a wider selection of electives and are
ess demanding in associated physical sciences than the B.S. degree.

b.

Revised requirements for major and minor in Geography
Proposed requirements for major: Geography 101, 102, 263; Anthropology 101; Geology 101; and 8 upper-division courses (not fewer
than 23 hours) including Geography 351 and 401, Geology 481,
Geomorphology, and Civil Engineering 380L, Cartography. One other
of the required upper-division courses may be selected upon approval by the chairman of the department, from a related field of
study. Mathematics 120 and 121 (or the equivalent) are highly recommended for geography majors contemplating graduate work, particularly those wishing to emphasize climatology or economic geography.
NOTE: Total credits required are increased by 1-2 hours. Geography
~63, Economic Resources, is substituted for 251, Physical Geography,
in the lower-division requirements for the major. A new course,
Geog~aphy 351, and Geology 481, Geomorphology, are specifically
required at the upper-division level, and the former requirement of
a Problems course is eliminated.

Proposed requirements for minor: Geography 101, 102, 351 and 12
additional hours, 3 of which may be in Geology 481, Geomorphology.
NOTE: The only changes are the substitution of 351 for 251 and the
ref~r~nce to Geology 481 as counting toward tha requirement of "12
add1 t1onal hours. 11
c.

~w

option for:major in Journalism with television-radio emphasis

Proposed requirements for option: Journalism 251, 252, 301, 302
311, 322 and 475; Speech 251, 265, and 466.
~OTE: ~he total requirement under the new opt~on.in br~adc~st
Journalism is 30 hours the same as for the existing editorial
sequence for the major: No new courses will be involved. A parallel option will also be listed for the major in Speech.
d. -!5_,W

honors program in Mathematics and Statistics

Minimal
·
·
.
requirements
for graduation
w1· th honor s ·· An over-all grade~~nt average of 3.2; not less than 6 credit hours chosen from.
499 he~a~~c~ 351-352, undergraduate Honors Seminar, and Mathematics
' n ividual Study.
Des·ignations for graduation with departmental honors are cum laude,
ma
~~ cum laude, sumrna cum laude. The program will be supervised
e departmental Honors Committee.

e. Revised requirements for major and minor in Philosophy
Proposed major requirement: 24 hours in philosophy courses numbered
200 or above, chosen in consultation with the departmental advisor.
Proposed minor requirement: 12 hours in courses numbered 200 or
above, chosen in consultation with the departmental advisor.
NOTE: Present requirements are 30 hours for the major and 18 hours
for the minor, with certain courses specified. Since many students
will take one or more of the five courses offered in philosophy at
the 100 level, the total hours will be the same as before in most
cases. The new statement, however, allows more flexibility for
especially able or well-prepared students. The department also will
recommend substantial work in a field outside philosophy to supple~ent the major--for example, in mathematics for students interested
in logic or in art or literature for those primarily interested in
aesthetics .
f · ~vised requirements for major and minor in Astrono~y and Physics,

with change of name to major and minor in Astrophysics
~reposed requirement for the major : Physics 267, 301, 302, 303, 304,
305 ; Astronomy 270, 271, three of the courses 311L, 312L, 421, 423,
424: Mathematics 311.
~oposed requirement for the minor: Physics 260, 261, 262, 267,
3o2 , Astronomy 270, 271, one of the courses 311L, 321, 421, 423,
424 ; Mathematics 311.
N?TE~ Programs designated as Astrophysics are more common and more
widely recognized than programs in Astronomy and Physics. The
pr~posed requirements are 2 hours less than at present for the
maJor, and one hour more for the minor.

g. ~w option for major in Speech with emphasis in television-radio
1,2urnalism

~oposed requirements for option in broadcast journalism: 42 hours
~n6 Speech and Journalism. Required s peech courses: 101, 102, 251,
o, 265, 280, 303 4?0 4 8 0 495 or 496 or 498, and three hours
se le c t ed from 465 and
'
'
'
·
466
Required
Journalism
courses: 2 51 , 25 2 ,
ana 494.

•

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AMENDMENTS TO THE
FACULTY CONSTITUTION
The Policy Committee recommends the adoption of certain amendpi.ents to the
Faculty Constitution.
The only substantive change proposed would make all members of the faculty
with the rank of assistant professor or higher eligible to vote at faculty meetings,
instead of being so eligible only after one year as at present. Art. I, sec. 1 (b).
Other changes in Art. I, sec. 1, and in Art. III, secs. 3 and 4, would merely
bring nomenclature up to date, by deleting of fices that have been abolished (''Read of
Counseling and Testing Service8r'), adding new ones ("Administrative Vice President")
and updating titles (''Dean of Men and Dean of Women" instead of "Personnel Dean ").
Article IV , sec. 3 is amended by eliminating reference to By-Laws adopted
by any of the several Colleges. The Constitution elsewhere provides that "The Faculty
of each College shall be an autonomous unit in all matters relating to that particular
College" (Art. II, sec. 1) and "shall decide upon the procedure for the ef fic.J.ent functioning of the College" (Art. II, sec. 3). This seems adequate authority for any
College to adopt By-Laws or regulations, and there seems to be no need or. j ustification for the Constitution of the Faculty of the University to concern itself with such
regulations. Some improvement in phrasing is also made.
The reason for amending Art. IV , sec. 4, is that the Constitution will henceforth be distributed to all members of the faculty in permanent form, in the Faculty
Handbook, It therefore seems unnecessary to require annual distribution. The revision
also imposes responsibility for distribution upon the Secretary of the University,
The proposed amendments are set forth below.
Article I. The University Faculty.
Sec. 1 (a) Membership:

The University Faculty shall consist of the Professors,

Associate Professors, Assistant Professors, and Instructors, including part-time and

temp orary appointees.

The President of the University, Academic Vice-President,

!.....dtnlnistr
ti
~--=~~a~~v~e
~-President,

Deans of Colleges and Schools, Pe'l"sonnei BeMs Dean

of Students,~ of Men and Dean of Women, Bi~ectors of Schoois and Bivisions, Head

-------

f Getmeei*~g flftd ~es~iftg Se~vices, Director of the University College and Counseling

~ ' Director of Admissions and Registrar~ Director of Extension, Summer Session

~ £2tnmun1t'l_ Services, Director of Research ~ Fellowship Services, Librarian,
Co trolleT, and Secretary of the University shall be ex officio members of the Faculty
h ther or not t h ey are actively engaged in tea chi ng.

-2(b) Members of the University Faculty who are eligible to vote (called
the "Voting Faculty") shall include all memaei°s whe tti°e full-time empieyees members of

be members of the Voting Faculty only after three years~ Jull-time service.

The President

of the University , Academic Vice-President , Adminis~..r:Jt!i ve Vice-President , Deans of
~., ..

;

..

Colleges and Schools ~ Pei"B6flfle± Betms, Dean of Students , Dean of Men and Dean of Women.

, ,;.

University College and Counseling Center , Director of Admissions~~ Registrar., Director
I •;:·

. ..

... :

,·

of Extension, SUIIlII!..er ~essiof! and ColJJ!Dunity Services, Director of Research and Fellowship

··./

....

~ces, Heade£ GettRsei4:Rg tmd ~ese:i:Hg Se~v:i:ees, Librarian, Comptroller , and Secretary

., .

, ·.

~

of the University shall be ex officio members of the Voting Faculty.

1'

:

..
•, ,·.

•

.....

No per.son holding

an interim or temporary appointment on the teaching staff shall be a member of the

,·
. r; ..

Voting Faculty unless he be a member. ex officio.

'·!

..

., •

I l •

I

..
I.'

,.' '

Article III.

The Administration

Sec. 2 The Ae-ade:tt1!e Vice-President~ : The Ae-adem:i:e Vice-President~ shall per.form
such duties as the President may from time to time deiegaee eo h:i:m assign·

·~
•.

·,

..,

Sec. 4.

Qth~r Administrative Beuns eHd B:i:~eeee¥s Officer~ :

' .. , ,I j '.

j
;

·,

. ' :.

;; • .

Pefseaae,i

administrative deans iP~2n

.Qf_ Students'

The appointment of

Dean of Men and_ .Qean of Women) and of

Btrector~ of Sehoor~ and Bivi$ion~ f:i:aeittd:i:flg Ehe b:i:e~e~!tlfl, ehe B:i:Yeeeo~ o£ Adm:i:ss!ees,

I • · ,,

Heed
i, ..
•

l

e{ €etmeei:h1g filld. :feet4:ag Se~vi-ees, Md t:he €om~t:~eH:e.,.t ot_!ier sltJef_ administra-

~ .2!._ficer.~ shall be reconunended to the Regents by the President.

They shall perform

such duties as pr.operly pertain to their offices.

'.·
l :

Article IV

·

G
ener.al

Sec. 3. By-Laws :

This Constitution ek~i± !!!?..Y. be supplemented by By-Laws e£ the

Faett±ty Wftea &tteh efe adopted by a majority vote of the Voting Faculty7 tmd

ey

By-~aws

37

ef en.y Goiiege waeft such aTe adopted by mafeTity ~ote of taat 6oiiege Facuity.

By-Laws will normally include:
1

-3-

Such

(1) interpretations and implementations of this Consti-

tution; (2) the Tenure Act of the University; (3) a statement of promotional policy;

.'·' .... - .~
•

'.

(4) a statement of the duties and responsibilities of the standing committees of the
University Faculty;~ (5) other faculty regulationst 1lftd
Sec. 4 Distribution:

. f.

ence eacl\ yea1."-:

..

f67 coiiege Teguiatfon&.

ia!& €eastittte!on 1lftd the By-~~ws ef the Facuitfes snaii

Th2 Secretary of ~ University shall keeE .Q!1 file .!

rn of

ee

~

Constitution and the By-Laws as amended from time to time, and shall distribute copies
1Q. ell ~b~rs of the p'aculty

...

'',1

I

.:,'•

...

\

I

.,

j

h

publication in ~ Faculty Handbook

.Q.!:

otherwise •
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December 20, 1966

To:

The Faculty

From:

Student Affairs Committee

In response to the faculty's request, the Student Affairs
Committee conducted a forum on the draft designed to permit
discussion by students and faculty of the resolutions of
several faculty members. The Committee also offered cooperation to the Student Senate in conducting a referendum on
the subject of Selective Service.
Approximately 150 people, mostly students, attended the
forum on Tuesday, December 6. The committee considers
that the forum provided a significant communication link
for the members of the University community. Perhaps the
most outstanding development was the realization that
students did not understand the Selective Service procedures
either in relation to the University or as they affected
~hem personally. One concrete outcome was the decision to
i~form the student fully concerning his rights and responsibilities under the selective service laws and regulations.
The Senate referendum was held on December 7 and 8. The
C~mmittee accepted Professor Meier's analysis of the results.
His analysis is included as a part of this report.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
December 15, 1966
To:

Student Affairs Committee

Subject:

Student Referendum on Selective Service Issues
Prepared by Professor Meier

The results of the student referendum are summarized in the aPpended
table. Apparently somewhat less than 10'/o of the eligible male students participated and an almost insignificant number of women voted.
~he ballot contained 15 propositions bearing on three principal
1ssu~s:
(1) the general issue of compulsory military service, (2)
t~e issue of student deferment policy, and (3) the issue of University participation in the selective service process as it pertains
~o student classification. The propositions bearing on these three
issues were presented in mixed order on the ballot. Eleven of the
propositions were keyed to resolutions advanced by faculty and one
advanced by a student.
Results
Of t~e five propositions bearing on the general issue of military

service, two derived from the Duncan resolution received the largest
pluralities -- from 33% to 40'/o. These propositions advocated the use
~f P7°fessional soldiers and not draftees in undeclared wars and
t~olice <?OI:flicts. " Propositions advocating the lottery system and
be abolition of compulsory military service were each supported by
!i~~t a fourth of those voting, and the proposition for universal
itary service received the least support.

~!

the ~hree propositions bearing on student deferments, the one
thvocating liberalizing deferments to five years on the completion of
supe Baccalaureate, whichever occurred first, received the heaviest
port.

Of the
·
· . t.ion, th e
one.
~even propositions bearing on University
participa
8 1 in~1.cating that the university should "supply student grades to
re ect1.:7e Service upon student request II {keyed to the Anderson
lesolution) received by a good margin, the heaviest support -- the
0 :rgest_plurality of' any proposition on the ballot, though still short
a maJority.

Signifi cant 1 Y,
p

the proposition for the status quo,
Maintain th e
s~esent system, .. received the least support. Evidently there is
whrong_sentiment for changes. However, the two propositions favoring
b e interpreted as unqualified University
·
·
Selat might
.
coopera t ion
wi· th
of ~~t1.ve Se 7vice (6 and 10) received su~port from only.about a fourth
coope~se_voting, as did proposition 9 which advocates withdrawa~ of
Pro
ation.
Somewhat more support was registered for the Schmidt
•
to Posa! 11 not to coerce or endorse the student in
any way wi• th respec t
Sel Sel~ctive Service 11 ( 34%) and the Anderson proposal "not to advise
ective Service as to student progress or status 11 (30'/o) •
11

•

•

What seems to be indicated is qualified cooperation administered
from the standpoint of the student's interests and desires. I
interpret this to mean that the University's obligation in this
matter should be seen as primarily that of serving the student, upon
his specific request, and not primarily that of serving the Selective
Service Administration.
As a postscript, I would like to call attention to certain ambiguities in the ballot which may have confused the results somewhat.
Three distinct issues, apparently not clearly conceptualized beforehand, were mixed in the 15 propositions appearing on the ballot. At
least one of these was open to several interpretations. Proposition
13, which simply stated "Maintain the present system, might have
been interpreted as referring to: (1) the present Selective Service
system generally, (2) the present student deferment policy, (3) the
present system of University participation, or (4) all of the foregoing. I understand that it was intended to refer to University
participation, but this could not have been altogether obvious to
many voters. I also suspect that proposition 7, keyed to the
Anderson resolution, might have been open to variable interpretation,
as stated on the ballot.
11

,f..

I

,•

SUMMARY OF STUDENT REFERENDUM ON SELECTIVE SERVICE ISSUES- · J.... ..l:...L

Ballot
Position

MENT
Ballot Statement

(N-559)

ON THE GENERAL ISSUE OF MILITARY SERVICE

14.

%

WOMEN

ALL

(N-114)

(N- 6 73 )

%

%

Institute "universal military
service"

13.l

14.0

1 3.2

2.

Establish a " lottery system 11

24.3

26.3

24.7

4.

Use professional soldiers to
fight in police conflicts or
undeclared wars

34.0

28.9

3 3.l

Do not send draftees to a war
undeclared by Congress

39.7

4 6.5

40. 9

Abolish compulsory military
service

26.6

24 .6

26 . 3

3.

15.

ON THE GENERAL ISSUE OF STUDENT DEFERMENT:

1.

Abolish student deferments

17.5

10.5

16 . 3

5.

Defer students for five years
or until completion of Baccalaureate, whichs.ver is earlier

36.0

36.0

36 . 0

Defer students until completion
of M.A. or Ph.D.

28.8

27.2

28 . 5

12.

ON THE ISSUE OF THE ROLE OF THE UNIVERSITY:

13 ·
6.

10.

7.

11.

8.
9.

Maintain present system

17.2

8 .8

15 . 8

Cooperate with public bodies
charged with the administration of Selective Service laws

25.8

19.3

24 . 7

Certify to S.S. whether or not
a student is making normal
progress

25.4

25.4

2 5. 4

Supply student grades to S.S.
upon student request

42 .2

5 0.9

43 . 7

Do not coerce or endorse the
student in any manner with
respect to s. s.

33.8

35 .1

34 . 0

Do not advise S.S. as to student progress or status

29.9

29.8

29. 9

Do not provide facilities or
staff to assist implementation
of Selective Service ·Act

26.6

27.2

26 . 7
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

December 21, 1966

To:
From:

Members of the Faculty
John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Constitutional Amendments

At the December 20, 1966, meeting of the University Faculty
the Policy Committee recommended the adoption of certain
amendments to the Faculty Constitution. These proposed
amendments are detailed in the attached pages.

.

The Constitution provides that amendments require a two-thirds
vote of the Voting Faculty present and voting and lie on the
table for thirty days before final action. Ratification by
the Regents is then necessary before amendments may become
effective.

.'.

The purpose of this memorandum, therefore, is to notify the
Faculty that this recommendation of the Policy Committee has
been duly presented and will be submitted for action at the
next meeting. Whether this meeting will be in January or.
F7bruary depends upon the agenda, but in any case due notice
WJ.11 be given.

'

..

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AMENDMENTS TO THE

L13

FACULTY CONSTITUTION
The Policy Committee recommends the adoption of certain amend~ents to the
Faculty Constitution.
The only substantive change proposed would make all members of the faculty
with the rank of assistant professor or higher eligible to vote at faculty meetings,
instead of being so eligible only after one year as at present. Art. I, sec. 1 (b).
Other changes in Art. I, sec. 1, and in Art. III, se ~s . 3 and 4, would mere l y
bring nomenclature up to date, by deleting offices that have been abolish ed (''Head of
Cowiseling and Testing Servicet;r1) , adding new ones ( "Administrative Vice Presi dent ")
and updating titles (1'Dean of Men and Dean of Women" instead of "Personnel Deans " ).
Article IV , sec. 3 is amended by eliminating reference to By -Laws adopted
by any of the several Colleges. The Constitution elsewhere provi des that "The Faculty
of each College shall be an autonomous unit in all matters relating to t h a t part icula r
College" (Art. II, sec. 1) and "shall decide upon the p rocedure for the e f fir. knt f uncti oning of t he College" (Art. II, sec. 3). This see.:ns adeq at~ authority tor any
College to adopt By-Laws or regulations, ar. d tl:ere £eems to be no nee d or j u3tiHcation for the Constitution of the Faculty o f the th:i.ve rsity to con:-ern i t s e l f with s uch
reguktions. So:ne improvement in phrasing is a l so 12ade .
The reason for amending Art. IV , s e c . 4 , is ~hat t he Con3 ··:.. t•.: _i0n wil l henceorth be distributed to all members of the f acu l t y i n pen:;al"tent fo rm, i:i t he Fa.ct. ty
Handbook. It therefore seems unnecessary to r eq uire annual di stributi0n. The revision
also impo:. e.s reE-ponsibility for distributi on upo~ the Sc..:rict"iry of the Un~.versity .
f

Th~ proposed amendments are set f ortn be l o~ .

Article I. Th ~ University Faculty.
Sec. 1 (a) Membership:

. :: ::

The University Fe~ulty s hall con~ i s t o f t ~e P rofessors,

Associate p rofessors, Assistant Professors, ~d InJtt·uc~or s , i nc_tt"..J
, . .1 i n g part- t i me ~' d
temporary ap!)ointees.

The President of the TJni ver3ity ' Ac~<lemic Vice-P res i dPnt'

~nistr
ti
--.;=:;~a~~v~e
Vi~-President,

Deans of College - and Schools, Pcr 3or.ae1 BE-~a Dean

of Students, De ~ of Men and Dean of Wom~~ L E~~ec~ors o~ SePooi ~ a~d B! ~3iotts, He~d

-------

&f So'1?\seH:ng 8.c""ld ~est:~ftg Se1!vi-cee, Director of tr.'- "iini ~.-ers i ty College and Co ..-ns~ling

~ ' Director of Admissions and Registrar,_ Director of Extt:ns 0n , Sn::mne r Sess i on

~ .£2.....mmunity_ Ser.vices, Director of Research rl Fellow~hip Services, Librariaa ,
Colllptroller, and Secretary of the University shall be e x off_ci o mem!)e rs of t h e Faculty
llheth

er or not they are actively engaged in teachi 4 g.

-2-

I

•

(b) Members of the University Faculty who are eligible to vote (called
• !. · .

the "Voting Faculty") shall include all ffleffille,.s whe t1i"e full-time employees members of

;·, ••

·1

.

•

. .·

the University Faculty ho laing professorial rank; a£t:e,- se¥vi-ttg t:ke £ol:iow!at; ee!"fflS+
..)

.

;. \

.
be members of the Voting Faculty only after three years' jull-tirne service.

The President

of the University , Academic Vice-President, Adminis~_rati ve Vice-President , Deans of
Colleges and Schools ; Pei"S6Rfte± Beflfts, Dean of Students, Dean of Men and Dean of Women.

Bi,eeeoi's e£ Seaeeis ei' B:i:v:i:si-eHs, Heads e¥ Aet::i:ag Heaas e£ Bepe~t:meat:sT Director of the
University College and Counseling Center, Director of Admissions
·· ' t

M\E

B.egistrar, Director

of Extension, Sumrn_e_L. Session and Compunity Services, Director of Research and Fellowship

.

. ...

'.

Services, Head e£ 6euasei:i:Rg t:mtl tesc:i:Hg Se~:i:ees, Librar.ian, Comptroller , and Secretary

;
I

',

...

..

•\(

..
. . ~. ;

.

,

of the University shall be ex officio members of the Voting Faculty.

No person holding

~:

an interim or temporary appointment on the teaching staff shall be a member of the

Voting Faculty unless he be a member. ex officio.
I

1·

.,
.1

•

Article III·

The Administration

Sec. 2 The Aettdem:i:e Vice-President~: The Aet16e'fflie Vice-President~ shall perform
such duties as the President may from time to time de±egace co him assig!l,

Sec. 4.

Qth~L. Administrative BeaRs eat! B:i:,-eet:e,-s Officers:

The appointment of

Pe,seztftei administrative deans (Dean of Students' Dean of Men an4_ Dean of Women) and of

---

- - - --

Director& of Sehoor~ and Bivi$iOn$ t:i:ftel~diRg ehe bib~~,.:i:eH, ehe BiYeceo~ o£ AdtM:ssieae,
ad et E;etms-eH:Rg fflid test:iHg Se~viees, 8Rd ehe €omt't:,-e:UeYt ot_!l!U: ~!i!e~ ~dministra-

~ .2.!_ficers_ shall be reconnnended to the Regents by the President.
such duties

Atttcl

e

l

They shall perform

as properly pertain to their offices.

V· Gener.al

Sec. 3. By-Laws:

This Constitution sa~l± .!!!..~ be supplemented by By-Laws e£ ~he

cuity whea S-ttch tlfe adopted by a majority vote of the Voting Faculty~ tmd

ey

By-baws

I

•'

•

:.· .....

:

·: · ·

of ey GoHege wnen suel\ ·•e adepeed
By-Laws will normally include:

1:'

J

ey

mafcn~'i:ty vote of that 6o·Hege Facui:ty.

Such

(1) interpretations and implementations of this Consti-

tutfon; (2) the Tenure Act of the University; (3) a statement of promotional policy;

.,
(4) a statement of the duties and responsibilities of the standing committees of th
Ur.iversity Faculty; and (5) other faculty regulationst ffl'ld ~6} cei:~te Yeguietion&.

Sec. 4 Distribution:

)'

tl\!s €eftsti:tuti:on 1md the By-~aws e£ the Facui:tiae shci:l be

kept up te elate as ameruied and cH:~eribut:ed 1:e ehe Facu!ty 0£ the tfai:"le-r&! y e
..:)

, -c.'·.;

!

••,\\I

} ·:

'·

The Secretary of the University shall keep £!l fil~ J!

rn .!2..'.:. _his

C".>nstitution and ~ By-Laws ~ amended from time 1Q_ time,. Pnd shall_ d1. Atribt.
.~ i ': .

12. ill ~bers .Qf !h!t Faculty h publication in the Faculty Handb

,, , .'.\

... ~·
)

· -. (

j_

..

once each yea-r-:

least
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